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Abstract

Force output of muscle is partly mediated by the adjustment of motor unit (MU)

firing rate (FR). Disparities in MU features in response to fatigue may be influenced

by contraction type, as concentric (CON) and eccentric (ECC) contractions demand

variable amounts of neural input,which alters the response to fatigue. This study aimed

to determine the effects of fatigue following CON and ECC loading onMU features of

the vastus lateralis (VL). High-density surface (HD-sEMG) and intramuscular (iEMG)

electromyography were used to record MU potentials (MUPs) from bilateral VLs of

12 young volunteers (six females) during sustained isometric contractions at 25%

and 40% of the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC), before and after completing

CON and ECC weighted stepping exercise. Multi-level mixed effects linear regression

models were performed with significance assumed as P < 0.05. MVC decreased in

both CON and ECC legs post-exercise (P < 0.0001), as did force steadiness at both

25% and 40% MVC (P < 0.004). MU FR increased in ECC at both contraction levels

(P< 0.001) but did not change in CON. FR variability increased in both legs at 25% and

40%MVC following fatigue (P< 0.01). From iEMGmeasures at 25%MVC,MUP shape

did not change (P> 0.1) but neuromuscular junction transmission instability increased

in both legs (P< 0.04), and markers of fibre membrane excitability increased following

CON only (P = 0.018). These data demonstrate that central and peripheral MU

features are altered following exercise-induced fatigue anddiffer according to exercise

modality. This is important when considering interventional strategies targeting MU

function.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The motor unit (MU) is a key component of the motor system and

control of muscle force is regulated by the rate coding and recruitment

of MUs (Enoka & Duchateau, 2017). The concept of fatigue is vast

and encompasses several definitions; however, that related to neuro-

muscular decrement is most accurately described as performance

fatigue: the loss of force and/or power output from a muscle as a

result of impaired contractile function and/ormuscle activation (Enoka

& Duchateau, 2016). Performance fatigue is a feature often seen

acutely post-exercise and is commonly the cause of task failure (Hunter

et al., 2004). It is also observed in chronic clinical conditions (Burtin

et al., 2012; Chaudhuri & Behan, 2004; Prinsen et al., 2015) and

ageing (Christie et al., 2011; Merletti et al., 2002). Irrespective of

the setting, the involvement of multiple physiological mechanisms and

experimental triggers presents challenges in determining the cause

(Enoka &Duchateau, 2008).

The muscle response to fatigue has been shown to be affected by

the muscle contraction modality. For example, fatigue caused by both

concentric (CON) andeccentric (ECC) contractions elicits reductions in

muscle strength (Linnamo et al., 2000) andmuscle activation (Peñailillo

et al., 2013) yet the recovery profiles relating to damage are different

(Souron et al., 2018). Of the three commonly applied contraction types

(isometric, CON and ECC), ECC ‘lengthening’ contractions generate

greater voluntary forces and appear less strenuous due to a lower

metabolic cost and cardiovascular stress (Hody et al., 2019; Over-

end et al., 2000; Webber & Kriellaars, 1997). These features make

eccentric training programmes favourable for improving muscle mass

and strength in both healthy adults and those with compromised

musculoskeletal health (Cook et al., 2013; Roig et al., 2009).

The neural mechanisms influencing performance fatigue, including

MU recruitment thresholds, firing rate (FR) and voluntary activation,

appear to differ across exercisemodalities (Duchateau&Baudry, 2014;

Kay et al., 2000) with some data showing an increase in MU FR

following fatiguing exercise (Dartnall et al., 2009; Piitulainen et al.,

2012), while others report a decrease (Adam & De Luca, 2005;

Contessa et al., 2016; Kuchinad et al., 2004; Rubinstein & Kamen,

2005; Stock et al., 2012). More recently, a direct comparison of

contraction modalities showed a greater increase in MU FR following

CON, when compared to ECC contractions (Hirono et al., 2022). These

equivocal findings may be explained by a muscle specific effect or by

differences in the way fatigue was induced, with reductions in maximal

contraction following prolonged low-intensity activity occurring as a

result of reduced muscle activation, and reductions following high-

intensity activity attributable to impaired contractile function (Enoka

&Duchateau, 2016).

High density surface EMG (HD-sEMG) records multiple MU

potentials (MUPs) from a relatively large volume of muscle (Martinez-

Valdes et al., 2016) and is well placed to assess FR of multiple MUs

during a single contraction (Negro et al., 2016; Oliveira & Negro,

2021) and at larger contraction intensities (Del Vecchio et al., 2018).

Additionally, the use of intramuscular EMG (iEMG) with concentric

needles enables a more detailed view of MUPs via sampling without

New Findings

∙ What is the central question of this study?

Conflicting evidence exists on motor unit (MU)

firing rate in response to exercise-induced fatigue,

possibly due to the contraction modality used: Do

MU properties adapt similarly following concentric

and eccentric loading?

∙ What is themain finding and its importance?

MUfiring rate increased following eccentric loading

only despite a decline in absolute force. Force

steadiness deteriorated following both loading

methods. Central and peripheral MU features are

altered in a contraction type-dependant manner,

which is an important consideration for training

interventions.

the limitations of signal attenuation through skin and subcutaneous

tissue. iEMG recordings enable estimation of neuromuscular junction

(NMJ) transmission instability and temporal dispersion across MU

propagating action potentials (Piasecki et al., 2021) as well as MUP

gradients reflecting ion exchange and membrane excitability. Thus,

the combination of these techniques allows an overall assessment

of central and peripheral MU adaptations to a given stimulus. The

aim of this study was to determine the muscle-specific response

of vastus lateralis (VL) MU features following a functional stepping

task employing bilateral CON and ECC movements performed to

failure. It was hypothesised that strength and force steadiness would

decline in both legs as a result of performance fatigue. Due to the

higher metabolic demand of CON movements, it was hypothesised

MU function would bemore greatly affected by CONmovements than

ECC.

2 METHODS

2.1 Ethical approval

Seventeen healthy recreationally active volunteers (nine female, eight

male) gave written informed consent to take part in this study, which

was approved by the University of Nottingham Faculty of Medicine

& Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee (186-1812). The study

was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki except

for registration in a database. Data are available for 12 participants

(six female, six male) for iEMG, and 10 participants (five female, five

male) for HD-sEMG due to low yield of MUs at one or more time

points and/or contraction levels. Exclusion criteria included a body

mass index (BMI) <18 or >35 kg/m2, currently competing in sports

at regional level or above, or a history of cardiovascular, respiratory
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JONES ET AL. 829

or neuromuscular disorders. All participants were asked to refrain

from strenuous exercise 48 h prior to assessment. All participants

were medically screened prior to the study via a medical history

questionnaire and a resting electrocardiogram. Body mass and height

were measured using calibrated scales and stadiometry, respectively,

and BMIwas calculated.

2.2 Experimental protocol

2.2.1 Fatigue protocol

To induce simultaneous CON and ECC fatigue in all participants,

we employed a step up, step down protocol (Kostek et al., 2007).

Participants concentrically contracted the quadriceps by stepping up

onto a 43.5 cm-high bench with one leg, and stepping down with the

opposing leg eccentrically, with each stepping contraction timed to

a 3 s metronome. Participants wore a weighted vest (initially 25%

of body weight but increasing up to 40% depending on tolerance)

during the intervention. The task was performed until self-ascribed

exhaustion, which was indicated as 10 using a modified Borg scale.

The average time to exhaustion was 53 ± 12 min, with 60 s timed

rest stop permitted when requested, for a maximum of three rest

stops. All participants reported they were right-leg dominant, and the

leg assigned to CON or ECC was randomised, as was the order in

which the post-stepping assessments were conducted. All assessment

procedureswereperformed immediatelybefore the fatiguingprotocol,

and post-testing began on the first limb within 3 min following

completion of the protocol. All electrodes remained in place secured by

tape between pre- and post-testing, so reapplication was not required.

Assessment of the second limb began approximately 12min later.

2.2.2 Strength assessment

Knee extensor strength was assessed with participants sitting with

hips and knees flexed at 90◦ and the leg securely fastened to a force

transducer just above the ankle. To familiarise with the equipment

and ‘warm-up’ the muscle, participants performed a series of sub-

maximal contractions. Theywere then instructed to performamaximal

isometric contraction, accompanied by verbal encouragement and

visual feedback of force. This was repeated three times, with 60 s

rest intervals. The best effort was taken as maximum voluntary iso-

metric contraction force (MVC). After determining MVC, participants

performed isometric voluntary contractions each lasting 12−15 s,

aiming to hold a target line set at 25% and 40% MVC displayed

on a monitor. Following a familiarisation trial, HD-sEMG and iEMG

were recorded simultaneously, with rest for ∼30 s between contra-

ctions. Voluntary contraction and signal recording was repeated until

a minimum of six recordings at 25% and three at 40% had been

obtained. Contractions were performed alternating between 25% and

40% MVC. Post-intervention forces were normalised to the post-

intervention MVC. The coefficient of variation of the force trace (CoV

force) represented force steadiness. The force signalsweredisplayed in

real-time using Spike2 software (v9.06, Cambridge Electronic Design,

Cambridge, UK) and data collected simultaneously from the force

transducer for offline analysis. EMG data was collected during each of

these contractions as detailed below.

2.2.3 HD-sEMG

A semi-disposable adhesive monopolar HD-sEMG matrix

(GR08MM1305, OT Bioelettronica, Torino, Italy) consisting of

64×8mmspaced electrodeswas positioned in the presumeddirection

of the fascicles on both (right and left) VLs and secured to the skin

before the pre-fatigue assessments. This remained in situ until after

the post-assessments. A reference cable (CPAT1, OT Bioelettronica)

was attached around the ankle of the recording limb. The signal

was amplified, sampled at 2000 Hz, band-pass filtered (10–500 Hz)

and converted to digital data (16-bit analog–digital converter, 3 dB

bandwidth) using a Sessantaquatro (OT Bioelettronica) multi-channel

amplifier. Data were visualised in real-time in OTBioLab+ software

(v1.3.2, OT Bioelettronica) and stored for offline analysis.

2.2.4 Intramuscular EMG

A25mm concentric needle electrode (74025-45/25Neuroline; Ambu,

Baltorpbakken, Denmark) was inserted directly above the HD-sEMG

electrode. A voluntary, low force contraction was performed by the

participant while the needle positionwas adjusted to ensure its tip was

close to fibres belonging to active MUs (Piasecki et al., 2019; Stashuk,

1999a). The participant then performed isometric voluntary contra-

ctions lasting 12−15 s, aiming to hold a target line set at 25% and

40%MVC as described above. The needle electrode was repositioned

between contractions by combinations of rotating the bevel 180◦ and

withdrawing it by 10–25 mm to sample MUs at a range of depths

(Jones et al., 2021). The procedure of needle positioning, voluntary

contraction and signal recording was repeated until a minimum of

six recordings at 25% from varying depths had been obtained to

ensure sampling from a representative set of MUs. iEMG signals were

amplified (D440, Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, UK), acquired and

bandpass filtered from 10 Hz to 10 kHz and sampled at 50 kHz

(1401, Cambridge Electronic Design). The force and EMG signals were

displayed in real-time using Spike2 software (v9.06), and data were

stored for off-line analysis. The needle insertion site was recorded and

matched from pre- to post-intervention.

2.3 Data analysis

2.3.1 HD-sEMG analysis

HD-sEMG data was analysed in MATLAB (v2019a, IBM) using custom

written scripts to decompose and identify MUs using an extensively

validated method (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017; Negro et al., 2016).

HD-sEMG data from the two middle contractions (contraction 3 and
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4 out of six recorded) at 25% and from contraction 2 and 3 at 40%

MVC were analysed. The HD-sEMG recording electrodes remained in

place during the intervention to improve the probability of sampling

the same MUs. The accuracy of the decomposition for each MU

was tested with the silhouette (SIL) measure, which is a normalised

accuracy index for sEMG decomposition (Negro et al., 2016). Only

MUPs with a SIL greater than 0.90 were included for further analysis.

Subsequently, the decomposition accuracy was improved by manual

editing of consecutive firings (Afsharipour et al., 2020; Boccia et al.,

2019). Mean FR and the coefficient of variation for the interspike

interval (FR variability) from recruited MUs were calculated from the

HD-sEMG signals from the sustained force section of the contractions.

Following decomposition, individualMUswere tracked by a previously

validated technique based on cross-correlation of single-differential

2D MUPs (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017). In this procedure, matched

MUPsbetweenpre- andpost-fatigue trialswerevisually inspected, and

the two identified MU were regarded as the same when they had a

cross-correlation coefficient>0.80.

2.3.2 iEMG analysis

The procedures for recording and analysing individual MUPs have

been described in detail previously (Piasecki, Ireland, Coulson et al.,

2016; Piasecki, Ireland, Stashuk et al., 2016). Intramuscular signals

from25% contractions onlywere analysed using decomposition-based

quantitative electromyography (DQEMG) (Stashuk, 1999b). DQEMG

was used to automatically extract MU potential trains (MUPTs) of

separate MUs from an iEMG signal and calculate a MUP template

for each extracted MUPT. MUPTs composed of MUPs from more

than one MU or with fewer than 30 MUPs were excluded. MUP

templates of included MUPTs were visually inspected and markers

corresponding to the onset, end, and positive and negative peaks

adjusted where required. MUP duration, in ms, is the time interval

between the MUP template onset and end, MUP area, in μVms, is

the MUP template area between its onset and end, MUP amplitude,

in mV, is the difference between the MUP template positive and

negative peak values, andMUP thickness isMUP area divided byMUP

amplitude anddescribes the shape of theMUP template (Abdelmaseeh

et al., 2014). MUP complexity was assessed using the number of turns

in the MUP template. A ‘turn’ was defined as a change in direction

of the MUP template of at least 25 μV and indicates the level of

temporal dispersion across individual muscle fibre contributions to

a single MUP. MUP negative peak slope ratio was calculated as the

absolute value of the rise of the MUP template negative peak, across

the 500 μs interval before the negative peak, divided by the fall of

MUP template negative peak, across the 500 μs interval after the

peak (Figure 1b). While the MUP template negative peak rise and

fall slopes will each be similarly influenced by the relative location

of the recording electrode, their ratio can represent relative rates

of ion exchange during the depolarisation and repolarisation phases

of an action potential, respectively. A near fibre MUP (NFM) is

calculated by applying a low pass, second-order differential filter to

its corresponding MUP, which effectively reduces the recording area

TABLE 1 Participant characteristics (n= 12).

Mean (SD)

Age (years) 21 (0.6)

Height (m) 1.74 (0.11)

Weight (kg) 71.9 (13.5)

BMI (kg/m2) 23.7 (3.4)

of the needle electrode, ensuring only the nearest fibres significantly

contribute to the NFM and reducing interference from distant active

fibres of other MUs (Piasecki et al., 2021; Stashuk, 1999a). All NFMs

werevisually inspectedand those containing contamination fromother

NFMs were removed. NFM jiggle is a measure of the shape variability

of consecutive NFMs of an MUPT expressed as a percentage of the

NFM template total area (Piasecki et al., 2021) and is representative

of NMJ transmission instability (Figure 1c).

2.3.3 Statistical analysis

Two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with

Šidák’s post hoc analysis were performed in GraphPad Prism (v9.2,

GraphPad Sofware, San Diego, CA, USA) to test for the effect of

time and contraction modality on MVC and CoV force. Where no

significant contraction modality × time interaction was found, main

effects are reported. As multiple MUPs were recorded from each

participant, multi-level mixed effects linear regression models were

performed in StataSE (v15.0, StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX,

USA) with contraction modality and time as factors and contraction ×

time interactions included in each model. In each model the first

level (individual MUs) was clustered according to each participant

to form the second level. This modelling framework is suitable for

data of this nature as it incorporates all sampled MUs as opposed

to only the mean values obtained from each participant, which pre-

serves variability to a greater extent within and across participants

simultaneously. Regression coefficients (β) and 95% confidence inter-

vals (CI) are reported that indicate the magnitude and direction of the

effects of interest. Significance was assumed if P< 0.05.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Participant characteristics

Participant characteristics (6M/6 F) are presented in Table 1.

3.2 Effect of fatigue on the MU population

3.2.1 Functional properties

There was no significant contraction modality × time interaction

(P = 0.742) for MVC but there was a main effect of time (P < 0.0001;

Figure 2a), with MVC decreasing approximately 15.8% with CON
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JONES ET AL. 831

F IGURE 1 (a) Example force trace at 25%MVC (red) with corresponding iEMG (green) and subset of 4 HD-sEMG channels (blue).
(b) RepresentativeMUP template indicating negative peak slope ratio. (c) RepresentativeMUP templates indicatingMUP turns (T) and
corresponding near-fibreMUPs (NFMs) shown in raster and shimmer plots. Abbreviations: MUP, motor unit potential; NFM, near fibremotor unit
potential.

F IGURE 2 Individual maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) (a) and force steadiness at 25% (b) and 40%MVC (c) before (PRE, blue) and after
(POST, red) concentric (CON) and eccentric (ECC) loading. Interaction (Int) and effect of time (TE) from two-way ANOVAs are shown.

(Pre vs. Post: 473 ± 143 N vs. 386 ± 126 N) and 20.6% with ECC

(463± 142N vs. 363± 109N).

No significant contraction modality × time interaction for force

steadiness was observed at 25% MVC but there was a main effect

of time (P = 0.0016; Figure 2b) with a 21.7% increase with CON

(3.51 ± 0.95% vs. 4.09 ± 0.95%) and a 48.8% increase with ECC

(3.34 ± 0.99% vs. 5.04 ± 1.96%). No significant contraction modality

× time interaction for force steadiness was observed at 40%MVC but

a main effect of time was observed (P = 0.0038; Figure 2c) with a

20.9% increase with CON (3.71± 1.26% vs. 4.22± 1.51%) and a 56.1%

increase with ECC (3.65± 1.34% vs. 5.45± 2.38%).

3.2.2 MU firing

A total of 881 MUs were sampled with HD-sEMG, with a mean of 7 ±

2 per 25% contraction per leg, and amean of 6± 2 per 40% contraction

per leg. At 25% MVC there was a significant contraction modality ×

time interaction for FR (P < 0.001), with no difference following CON

(β= 0.34, P= 0.112) but a significant increase following ECC (β= 1.44,

P < 0.001). Similarly, at 40% MVC there was a significant contraction

modality × time interaction (P < 0.001) for FR, with no significant

change in the CON limb (β = −0.55, P = 0.072), but an increase in

the ECC limb (β = 1.62, P < 0.001) (Table 2, Figure 3a). There was no
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832 JONES ET AL.

F IGURE 3 Motor unit firing rate (FR) (a) and FR variability (b) forest plots showing β and 95% confidence intervals at 25% (top) and 40%
maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) (bottom) following concentric (CON) and eccentric (ECC) exercise. Statistical analyses are based on
multilevel mixed effects linear models.

TABLE 2 Groupmeans, regression coefficient (β) and 95%
confidence interval (CI) for all HD-sEMGderivedMU features (n= 10).

Mean (SD)

PRE POST β 95%CI P

FR (Hz) – 25%

CON 7.73 (1.23) 8.00 (1.53) 0.34 −0.08, 0.75 0.112

ECC 7.71 (1.02) 8.78 (2.33) 1.44 0.98, 1.90 <0.001

FR (Hz) – 40%

CON 8.99 (1.84) 8.82 (2.02) −0.55 −1.15, 0.05 0.072

ECC 8.81 (1.41) 10.1 (4.08) 1.62 0.91, 2.33 <0.001

FR variability (%) – 25%

CON 12.0 (2.02) 13.6 (2.20) 2.32 1.22, 3.41 <0.001

ECC 12.7 (2.36) 14.5 (3.20) 1.79 0.589, 2.99 0.004

FR variability (%) – 40%

CON 13.8 (2.16) 16.1 (3.18) 2.27 0.49, 4.05 0.002

ECC 13.8 (2.49) 15.5 (5.02) 2.35 0.67, 4.03 0.006

Significant values shown in bold. CON, concentric; ECC, eccentric; FR, firing

rate.

significant contraction modality × time interaction for FR variability

at 25% MVC (P = 0.526), although it was higher post-exercise at 25%

MVC (CON; β = 2.32, P < 0.001, ECC; β = 1.79, P = 0.004). At 40%

MVC there was also no significant contraction modality × time inter-

action (P = 0.902) for FR variability, with an increase in both the CON

leg (β= 2.27, P= 0.002) and the ECC leg (β= 2.35, P= 0.006) (Table 2,

Figure 3b).

3.2.3 Tracked MUs

From HD-sEMG, 129 MUs (approx. 15%) were tracked from pre- to

post-fatiguing exercise across 10 participants. At 25% MVC there

was no significant contraction modality × time interaction for FR

(P = 0.053), and no difference in FR was observed in the CON leg

following fatigue (β=−0.15, P= 0.725; Figure 4a). However, with ECC

FR increased at 25% (β= 1.12, P= 0.025, Table 3, Figure 4a). Therewas

a significant contractionmodality× time interaction in FR at 40%MVC

(P = 0.011). There was no difference in FR in the CON leg following

fatigue (β = −0.27, P = 0.471; Table 3; Figure 4b); however, as at 25%,

TABLE 3 Regression coefficient (β) and 95% confidence interval
(CI) for all HD-sEMGderivedMU features in tracked units (n= 10).

β 95%CI P

FR (Hz) – 25%

CON −0.15 −0.98, 0.68 0.725

ECC 1.12 0.14, 2.09 0.025

FR (Hz) – 40%

CON −0.27 −1.01, 0.47 0.471

ECC 1.17 0.34, 2.00 0.006

FR variability (%) – 25%

CON 1.96 −0.23, 4.15 0.080

ECC 1.21 −1.34, 3.76 0.352

FR variability (%) – 40%

CON 2.62 0.588, 4.65 0.011

ECC 0.64 −1.63, 2.91 0.580

Significant values shown in bold. CON, concentric; ECC, eccentric; FR, firing

rate.

with ECC FR increased at 40%MVC (β= 1.17, P= 0.006; Figure 4b, e).

Additionally, in these trackedMUs, therewasno significant contraction

modality × time interaction for FR variability at 25% (P = 0.663) with

FR variability not significantly changing in CON (β = 1.96, P = 0.08) or

ECC (β = 1.21, P = 0.352) following fatigue (Figure 4c). At 40% there

was no significant contraction modality × time interaction (P = 0.203)

and FR variability increased in theCON leg (β=2.62,P=0.011) but did

not change in the ECC leg (β= 0.64, P= 0.580; Table 3, Figure 4d, f).

3.3 Peripheral MU adaptations

Multi-level mixed effects regression models showed there was no

significant contraction modality × time interaction for MUP thickness

(P = 0.059) which did not differ in the CON (β = 0.0611, P = 0.130)

or ECC leg (β = −0.0511, P = 0.244) (Table 4, Figure 5a). No

significant contraction modality × time interaction was observed for

MUP complexity (P= 0.58) with no significant changewith either CON

(β = −0.216, P = 0.168) or ECC (β = −0.088, P = 0.605; Table 4,

Figure 5b). There was no significant contraction modality × time inter-

action forMUP negative peak slope ratio (P= 0.319).With CON,MUP
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JONES ET AL. 833

F IGURE 4 (a–d)Motor unit firing rate at 25%maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) (a) and 40%MVC (b) of individual trackedmotor units for
before and after concentric (CON) and eccentric (ECC) exercise, andmotor unit firing rate variability at 25%MVC (c) and at 40%MVC (d). Points
are colour coded for individual participants. (e, f) Motor unit firing rate (e) and firing rate variability (f) forest plots showing β and 95% confidence
intervals for the change in CON and ECC exercise at both 25% (top) and 40%MVC (bottom) for the trackedMUs, from pre- to post-fatiguing
exercise. Statistical analyses are based onmulti-level mixed effects linear models.

negative peak slope ratio significantly increased (β= 0.411, P= 0.018),

but there was no change with ECC (β = 0.159, P = 0.392; Table 4,

Figure 5c). Although there was no significant contraction modality ×

time interaction for NMJ transmission instability (P = 0.244), it

increased in both the CON (β= 1.66, P= 0.037) and ECC legs (β= 3.08,

P= 0.001) (Table 4, Figure 5d).

4 DISCUSSION

Here we present data using intramuscular needle electrodes

in combination with HD-sEMG to investigate muscle specific

responses to a targeted fatiguing intervention and demonstrate

that individual MU features are mediated by contraction type.

Both ECC and CON resulted in similar reductions in isometric

strength and force steadiness which were matched by an increase

in FR variability. The neural response differed across limbs

within an individual at sub-maximal levels, with only ECC loading

resulting in an increased FR during normalised force levels, and

CON loading altering fibre membrane properties to a greater

extent than ECC. These findings are important in understanding

neuromuscular function following exercise-induced performance

fatigue and highlight the influence of contraction type on these

parameters.
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834 JONES ET AL.

F IGURE 5 Motor unit potential (MUP) thickness (a), MUP turns (b), MUP negative peak slope ratio (c) and near fibremotor unit potential
(NFM) features of neuromuscular junction (NMJ) transmission instability (d) forest plots showing β and 95% confidence intervals for the change
after concentric (CON) and eccentric (ECC) exercise. Statistical analyses are based onmulti-level mixed effects linear models.

TABLE 4 Groupmeans, regression coefficient (β) and 95%
confidence interval (CI) for all iEMG derivedmotor unit and near fibre
features (n= 12).

Mean (SD)

PRE POST β 95%CI P

MUP thickness

CON 1.34 (0.41) 1.34 (0.46) 0.0611 −0.018, 0.140 0.130

ECC 1.50 (0.44) 1.48 (0.57) −0.0511 −0.137, 0.035 0.244

MUP complexity

CON 4.1 (1.0) 4.1 (0.8) −0.216 −0.523, 0.091 0.168

ECC 4.0 (1.1) 3.9 (1.0) −0.088 −0.421, 0.245 0.605

MUP neg peak slope ratio

CON 1.87 (0.28) 2.14 (0.53) 0.411 0.072, 0.751 0.018

ECC 2.07 (0.72) 1.97 (0.28) 0.159 −0.204, 0.521 0.392

NMJ transmission instability (%)

CON 14.2 (3.3) 16.0 (4.7) 1.66 0.10, 3.23 0.037

ECC 14.8 (1.9) 17.2 (3.3) 3.08 1.29, 4.88 0.001

Significant values shown in bold. CON, concentric; ECC, eccentric; MUP,

motor unit potential; NMJ, neuromuscular junction.

The functional endurance-based intervention utilised in this

study was selected to induce performance fatigue via limiting

muscle activation as opposed to contractile function (Enoka &

Duchateau, 2016), and the formofmovementmimics that of ascending

and descending stairs, a highly functional task with translational

implications to ageing and disease. Both forms of contraction elicited

similar decreases in maximal isometric strength, which supports

similar previous findings in this muscle group (Molinari et al., 2006).

Neuromuscular control, as assessed by force steadiness at normalised

force levels across limbs, deteriorated in both legs. The ability to hold a

steady contraction with minimal fluctuation requires effective neuro-

modulation of motor output (Enoka & Farina, 2021), and FR variability

also increased following both ECC and CON, at both contraction

intensities.

MU FR increased following ECC but did not change following

CON, when assessed at 25% and 40% of MVC. Contrasting findings

of FR have been observed during ECC and CON contractions in

previous studies (Altenburg et al., 2008; Linnamo et al., 2003), but

here we demonstrate different FR responses during an identical iso-

metric task, after an ECC and CON fatiguing intervention. In a recent

unilateral crossover study, trackedMUs increased their FR to a greater

degree following CON when compared to ECC, again occurring in a

contraction-level specific manner (Hirono et al., 2022). However, these

MU FRs were calculated across a broad range of contraction levels

during ramped contractions, making the studies difficult to compare,

and fatigue was induced by machine-based exercise as opposed to the

functional task applied here. Previous findings also showmuscle twitch

force reduced to a greater extent following ECC, when compared to

CON contractions (Piitulainen et al., 2011), and the marked increase

in FR following ECC observed in the current study likely occurs

as a central mechanism to compensate for declines in twitch force

(Pincheira et al., 2021). These findings are also supported by the

observations of Piitulainen et al. (2012), where FR increased during

sustained contractions following ECC exercise.

From the smaller sample of MUs tracked following fatigue, the

differences in firing properties generally followed a similar pattern

to the population results, showing an increase in FR in ECC but no

significant change in CON. However, FR variability increased in CON

at 40%MVC only following fatigue, but no statistical differences were

observed at the lower intensity or after ECC in these tracked units.

The percentage of MUs tracked is lower than previously reported

and may reflect the methodological approach (e.g., HD electrodes

remaining in place during intervention), an alteration of MUP duration

as a result of fatigue (McManus et al., 2017) or differences in MU

populations recruited immediately post-fatigue (Martinez-Valdes et al.,

2017). Although previous research has found moderate to high level

recruitment thresholds to decrease following concentric and eccentric
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JONES ET AL. 835

fatiguing exercise (Hirono et al., 2022), the relatively low proportion of

MUs able to be tracked prevents robust reporting of this in the current

study.

The simultaneous use of iEMG enabled the collection of more

detailed information on peripheral MU parameters following differing

loading strategies. MUP thickness describes the shape and size of a

MUPandno changeswereobserved following either exercisemodality.

The number of turns of aMUP is an assessment ofMUPcomplexity and

reflects increased temporal dispersion across MU propagating action

potentials. It is applied in clinical settings to investigate myopathic and

neuropathic conditions alongside other MU parameters (Allen et al.,

2015; De Carvalho et al., 2014), and increases acutely following limb

immobilisation (Inns et al., 2022; Sarto et al., 2022). However, similar

to MUP thickness, complexity did not change following CON or ECC

exercise. NF jiggle is ameasure of the variability of temporal dispersion

across MU propagating action potentials occurring primarily due to

NMJ transmission variability (Piasecki et al., 2021), and this increased

following both contraction modes. Although identifying pre- and post-

synapticNMJdysregulation in response to fatigue is extremely difficult

in humans, physiological plausibility exists relative to both sites;

data from animal models has shown a depletion of synaptic vesicles

following prolonged stimulation mimicking fatigue (Wu & Betz, 1998),

and increased exposure to acetylcholine (ACh) can result in ACh

receptor desensitisation (Magleby & Pallotta, 1981). These distinct

differences in NF jiggle have also been observed across age (Hourigan

et al., 2015; Piasecki et al., 2020) and in disease (Allen et al., 2015),

but as a result of MU remodelling functionally affecting the NMJ

(Jones et al., 2022), which is unlikely to have occurred acutely in the

current study. Notably, NMJ transmission instability increased at a

lower absolute force (normalised to 25% post-fatigue MVC), which is

theopposite of theexpected trendof increasingwith larger forces (Guo

et al., 2022).

The MUP negative peak slope ratio quantifies the relationship

between the rise and fall slopes of the negative peak of the MUP

template, reflecting the ratio of ionic exchange rates across the

depolarisation and repolarisation phases of the action potential,

respectively. This ratio increased following CON exercise only, which

was explained by a shorter rise (depolarisation) time relative to the fall

time (repolarisation), the latter of which is achieved via the efflux of

intracellular K+. Repeated activation of skeletal muscle results in a net

efflux of K+, and thus an increase in extracellular K+ concentration in

fatigued muscle (Allen et al., 2008; Fortune & Lowery, 2009). In this

fatigued state, K+ is required tomoveup its concentration gradient and

may explain the slowing of repolarisation (relative to depolarisation)

occurring in the limbwith higher metabolic cost (the CON leg).

Collectively, these findings of adaptation of MU features following

fatiguing contractions as a direct result of contraction modalities

has implications for interventional strategies intended to target

neural input and MU function. This knowledge may influence the

contraction type employed for training depending on the requirements

of the targeted population. This may also have translational relevance

in understanding conditions such as sarcopenia and cancer where

exercise tolerance due to muscle fatigue and weakness present a

challenge in strength training (Gault &Willems, 2013).

4.1 Limitations

The fatiguing exercise protocol employed here required CON and

ECC contractions performed to self-reported exhaustion, but it is not

possible to directly quantify the contribution of each contraction type

to total exhaustion. We explored MU features up to 40% of MVC only,

and further contraction-level specific adaptations may be present at

higher contractions where MUs with MU fibre type proportions may

differ. Here, wewere not investigating possiblemuscle damage effects,

and therefore changes to contractile propertieswerenot assessed. The

possible influence of sex on these parameters is unclear and we did

not control for hormonal status in females. However, whilst this may

be viewed as a mechanistic limitation, we believe the full exclusion of

females in studies of this nature would be more limiting and our pre-

vious work has found no differences in neuromuscular recruitment

strategies between sexes (Guo et al., 2022).

4.2 Conclusion

The current findings highlight how MU features respond to fatigue in

a contraction-dependent manner, and how despite similar reductions

in strength after fatiguing exercise, MU FR responded opposingly

following concentric and eccentric contractions. The instability of

NMJ transmission increased following both exercise modes, but

markers of fibre membrane excitability were altered following

the more metabolically demanding CON loading only, which likely

reflects an accumulation of extracellular K+ and a slowing of fibre

repolarisation. Differences in the MU response to concentric and

eccentric induced fatigue are important when considering exercise

training protocols, particularly in populations with musculoskeletal

limitations.
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